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Abstract In this paper, we propose a self-consistent test
for a Hubble constant estimate using galaxy cluster and type
Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) observations. The approach consists,
in a first step, of obtaining the observational value of the
galaxy cluster scaling-relation YSZE D2

A/CXSZYX = C by
combining the X-Ray and SZ observations of galaxy clus-
ters at low redshifts (z < 0.1) from the first Planck mission
all-sky data set (0.044 ≤ z ≤ 0.444), along with SNe Ia
observations and making use of the cosmic distance duality
relation validity. Then, by considering a flat �CDM model
for DA, the constantC from the first step and the Planck prior
on �M parameter, we obtain H0 by using the galaxy cluster
data with z > 0.1. As a result, we obtain H0 = 73.014+7.435

−6.688
km/s/Mpc, in full agreement with the latest results from HST
+ SH0ES team. We also compare our method with that one
where theC parameter is obtained from hydrodynamical sim-
ulations of massive galaxy clusters.

1 Introduction

In the last two decades, astronomical observations have sug-
gested that the universe behaves like a spatially flat sce-
nario, dominated by cold dark matter (CDM) plus an exotic
component endowed with large negative pressure, usually
named dark energy (DE) [1–3]. On the other hand, one of
the most important quantities to understand the cosmic his-
tory is the current expansion rate H0, its determination has
a practical and theoretical importance to many properties of
the universe (nature of dark energy, cosmic curvature, mass
of neutrinos and the total number of families of relativistic
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particles, etc) [4,5]. However, an accurate determination of
the Hubble constant remains a puzzle in the current obser-
vational cosmology, from which has emerged the so-called
H0-tension problem: a significant tension (5σ ) between the
current expansion rate of our Universe measured from the
cosmic microwave background by the Planck satellite (plus
a flat �CDM model: H0 = 66.9 ± 0.6 km/s/Mpc) [6] and
from local methods (SHOES program-H0 = 73.04 ± 1.04
km/s/Mpc) [7]. Curiously, the H0LiCOW collaboration, by
using a flat �CDM cosmology and six gravitationally lensed
quasars, found H0 = 73.3+1.7

−1.8 km/s/Mpc, in 3.1σ tension
with Planck observation [8]. On the other hand, by consid-
ering different cosmological probes, a H0 estimate also was
performed in a model-independent way via Gaussian process
by the Ref. [9], being found H0 = 73.78 ± 0.84 km/s/Mpc,
which is in agreement with SH0ES and H0LiCOW estimates,
but in 6.2 σ tension with the current CMB measurements.
A detailed summary of all the measurements, tensions and
related theories to resolve the H0 tension can be found in
[5,10–14]. Therefore, in order to bring some light on this
puzzle, it behooves us to try additional methods to estimate
H0.

As a result of this H0-tension, different cosmological sce-
narios beyond the flat � cold dark matter have emerged in
literature. For instance, a possibility of new physics in the
form of modifying or adding energy components was dis-
cussed by Ref. [15]. Ref. [16] advocated that the inclusion
of nonlinear relativistic evolution leads to the emergence of
the spatial curvature1 alleviating the tension. A thermal pro-
duction of axions coupled to heavy leptons was discussed by
Ref. [17] as a way to alleviate the H0 tension. Moreover, pos-

1 In this context, the mean spatial curvature evolves from spatial flatness
of the early universe towards slightly curved present-day universe.
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sible observational, statistical and astrophysical biases have
also been explored in order to explain the tension (see, for
instance, [5] for more details).

An interesting method to constrain the Hubble constant
is that by using galaxy cluster angular diameter distances
obtained from the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (SZE) plus X-
ray observations [18,19]. This is independent of any cali-
brator usually adopted in the determinations of the distance
scale. It is possible to take advantage of the different elec-
tron density dependencies in these phenomena and evalu-
ate the angular diameter distances of a galaxy cluster sam-
ple [20]. Along these lines, Ref. [21] combined the galaxy
cluster SZE/X-ray data with measurements of the baryon
acoustic oscillation (BAO) and obtained H0 = 73.8+4.2

−3.3
in a flat �CDM model (only statistical errors). The Ref.
[22] considered a joint analysis involving the galaxy clus-
ter SZE/X-ray data, baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) and
the CMB Shift Parameter signature to obtain H0 in more
general dark energy models. For non-flat �CDM cosmolo-
gies H0 = 73.2+4.3

−3.7 km/s/Mpc, whereas for a flat universe
with a constant dark energy equation of state parameter it was
found H0 = 71.4+4.4

−3.4 km/s/Mpc (only statistical errors) [22].
Thereafter, Ref. [23] explored the robustness of the SZE/X-
ray technique by searching for systematic errors and its
dependence from the cosmological model used. It was found
that the H0 value is very weakly dependent on the underly-
ing cosmological model, but the morphology adopted to infer
the distance to galaxy clusters changes the result consider-
ably (see also [24]). Galaxy cluster X-ray gas mass fraction
and the baryon acoustic oscillation measurements were also
combined in order to obtain tight limits on H0 considering
the flat �CDM and XCDM models, and the non-flat �CDM
model [25], the H0 values obtained were:H0 = 65.9+1.5

−1.5

km/s/Mpc, H0 = 65.9+4.4
−4.0 km/s/Mpc and H0 = 64.3+4.5

−4.4
km/s/Mpc in 2σ c.l., respectively, in full agreement with the
Planck satellite results.

Particularly, in a recent H0 estimate from galaxy clus-
ter observations, the authors of the Ref. [26] evaluated
this parameter by considering the following galaxy cluster
scaling-relation, YSZE D2

A/CXSZYX = C , where YSZE D2
A

is the integrated Comptonization parameter of a galaxy clus-
ter obtained via Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) observations multi-
plied by its angular diameter distance, YX is the X-ray coun-
terpart, CXSZ is a constant and C an arbitrary constant (if
galaxy clusters are isothermal, C would be exactly equal to
unity, or constant with redshift if the galaxy clusters have a
universal temperature profile) [27–31]. The scaling-relations
in galaxy clusters rise from the simplest model for the forma-
tion of structures, when gravity is the dominant process. In
this scenario, simple scaling-relations between basic galaxy
cluster properties and the total mass are predicted by self-
similar models [32]. By using 61 galaxy clusters with red-

shifts up to z < 0.5 [33] observed with Planck and XMM-
Newton, the authors from Ref. [26] found H0 = 67 ± 3
km/s/Mpc. However, it is important to stress that the constant
C was obtained from hydrodynamical simulations of mas-
sive clusters in a specific cosmological model (a flat �CDM
model with H0 = 72 km/s/Mpc and �M = 0.24).

In this paper, we propose a new method to obtain H0 by
combining the galaxy cluster scaling-relation measurements,
namely, YSZE D2

A/CXSZYX = C obtained from joint SZ/X-
ray observations, with type Ia supernovae observations. Our
method is divided into two parts: first, we consider the cos-
mic distance relation validity (DA = DL(1 + z)−2), SNe Ia
observations and a sample of galaxy cluster scaling-relation
measurements in low redshifts (z < 0.1) to put observational
limits on theC ratio. As we shall seeC ≡ C(MB). Therefore,
we then consider a flat �CDM model for DA, a Planck prior
on �M (the matter total density parameter), a Gaussian prior
on MB (MB = −19.253 ± 0.027) and put limits on H0 by
using the remaining galaxy cluster-scaling relation measure-
ments with z > 0.1 from the original sample. The complete
galaxy cluster sample is composed of 61YSZE−YX measure-
ments obtained from the first Planck mission all-sky data set
[33] jointly with deep XMM-Newton archive observations
within the following redshift interval: 0.044 ≤ z ≤ 0.444.
The fundamental idea of our method is based on the C quan-
tity to be constant with galaxy cluster redshift (or at least in
the redshift range of the sample considered). As we shall see,
we obtain: H0 = 73.014+7.435

−6.688 km/s/Mpc, in full agreement
with the latest results from HST + SH0ES. This result sup-
ports an observational verification of such scaling-relation
from galaxy clusters.

The manuscript is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we
briefly explain the cosmological data sample used in our anal-
ysis. The methodology adopted in this work is presented in
Sect. 3. Section 4 describes our analysis and results. We con-
clude in Sect. 6.

2 Cosmological data

Our H0 estimate is performed by using the following data
set:

• YSZE −YX measurements of 61 galaxy clusters obtained
from the first Planck mission all-sky data set jointly
with deep XMM-Newton archive observations [33] (see
Fig. 1). This is also known as the Planck-ESZ catalog.
This sample was detected at high signal-to-noise within
the following redshift interval and mass, respectively:
0.044 ≤ z ≤ 0.444 and 2 × 1014M� ≤ M500 ≤
2 × 1015M�, where M500 is the total mass correspond-
ing to a total density contrast of 500ρc(z), being ρc(z)
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the critical density of the Universe at the cluster redshift.
As it is largely known, one needs to add some comple-
mentary assumptions about the galaxy cluster physical
properties in order to estimate their YSZE − YX mea-
surements. The thermal pressure (P) of the intra-cluster
medium for each galaxy cluster used here was described
by the Ref. [33] via the universal pressure profile dis-
cussed in details by the Ref. [34]. This universal profile
was obtained by comparing the observational data with
simulated data, being the observational data representa-
tive sample of nearby clusters covering the mass range
1014M� < M500 < 1015M�). The TX quantity was
measured in the [0.15 − 0.75]R500 region. The Ref. [33]

showed that the
YSZE D2

A
CXSZYX

ratio for galaxy clusters consid-
ered in this work has very small scatter, at the level of
≈ 15% (by using DA calculated from the Planck mission
flat �CDM framework,). Moreover, it was also verified
that this scaling-relation does not seem to depend cru-
cially on the dynamical state of the clusters. Note that
we used the same redshifts as provided in Planck ESZ
papers [33]. Note however that some of these redshifts
have been updated [35].

• SNe Ia: The Pantheon sample [36] considered in this
work, is the most recent sample of SNe Ia consisting of
1049 spectroscopically confirmed data points and cov-
ering a redshift range of 0.01 ≤ z ≤ 2.3 (see Fig. 2).
The luminosity distance, DL from its apparent magni-
tude (mB) and the absolute magnitude MB is given by
the following relation

DL = 10(mB−MB−25)/5Mpc. (1)

Here we consider the absolute magnitude MB as a nui-
sance parameter and marginalize over MB , while maxi-
mizing the Eq. (9). We use a Gaussian prior on MB =
−19.253±0.027, using the latest local H0 = 73.04±1.04
km/s/Mpc measurement from the HST + SH0ES team
[37] (see also [38–40]). Moreover, in order to reconstruct
the luminosity distance DL at each cluster’s redshift, we
use the Gaussian Process Regression (GPR). For this pur-
pose, we used the scikit-learn module in python
[41]. Gaussian Processes (GPs) offer a non-parametric
way to model a function and are characterized by the
mean function and the kernel function [42,43]. For this
work, we select the squared exponential covariance func-
tion, which is given by:

K (x, x̃) = σ 2
f exp

[−(x − x̃)2

2l2

]
, (2)

It depends on two hyperparameters σ f and l respectively
where the length parameter l controls the smoothness of

Fig. 1 61 YSZ/YXCXSZ galaxy clusters sample as a function of red-
shift [33]. The z < 0.1 sample are shown by red data points used to
estimate the universal constant C . The blue points show the sample
z > 0.1 used to obtain the Hubble constant, H0

Fig. 2 The luminosity distance DL , of full Pantheon (Type Ia SNe)
sample as a function of redshift. For this plot we have assumed MB =
−19.253 ± 0.027 [37]

the covariance function. Figure 3 shows the reconstructed
luminosity distance as a function of z using GPR.

3 Methodology

3.1 Galaxy cluster scaling-relation

The Inverse Compton scattering between the CMB photons
and the electrons present in the intra-cluster gas is character-
ized by a parameter called the integrated Compto-ionization
parameter, YSZ [20]. YSZ and its X-ray counterpart i.e. YX

both approximate the thermal energy of the intra-cluster gas
within a cluster [45]. It is well known that the ratio of YSZ
to YX is nearly constant as a function of redshift, as both of
them scale with mass and redshift exactly in a similar manner
[33]. Therefore, both these ratios are different proxies for the
thermal energy of the cluster [45].

YSZ D2
A

CXSZYX
= C (3)
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Fig. 3 The non-parametric reconstruction of luminosity distance as a
function of z at cluster’s redshift. For this purpose, we use the Gaus-
sian Processes Regression method [44]. The black line along with the
crimson shaded region shows the GP fit and 1σ error. The blue data
points are Pantheon data in z < 0.1. For this plot we have assumed
MB = −19.253 ± 0.027 [37]

where CXSZ ≈ 1.416 × 10−19
(

Mpc2

M�keV

)
. DA is the angular

diameter distance to the cluster. C is an arbitrary constant
which contains all the cluster’s astrophysics. If galaxy clus-
ters are isothermal then C = 1, and if galaxy clusters can
be represented by an universal temperature profile then C is
expected to be a constant w.r.t redshift [46–48]. The simula-
tions indicate a low scatter of 5 − 15% [49–53].

The quantityYX depends on the intra-cluster gas mass, Mg

and also YX ∝ Mg ∝ D3/2
A DL . Again, if we consider a valid

CDDR relation in a reference cosmology with �m = 0.3
and H0 = 70 km/s/Mpc then we get, YX ∝ (Dref

A )5/2. So
in order to make our analysis independent of the reference
cosmology, we multiply the YX with D5/2

A / (Dref
A )5/2. So

from Eq. (3), we can write,

YSZ (Dref
A )5/2

CXSZYX D
1/2
A

= C. (4)

As it is largely known, the hierarchical structure formation
theory results in galaxy cluster scaling-relations, where grav-
ity is the dominant process. In other words, self-similar mod-
els predict simple scaling relations between basic galaxy
cluster properties such as the above scaling relation [32]. It
should be stressed however these relations are valid only if the
condition of hydrostatic equilibrium holds. This assumption
also breaks down in disturbed systems undergoing mergers
and neglects the effects of physical processes internal to the
cluster such as feedback from active galactic nuclei and star
formation.

In this line, a recent work [54], by using galaxy cluster
observations, the cosmic distance duality relation validity
and SNe Ia, through a Bayesian analysis showed that other
C(z) functions (besides C as an universal constant) cannot

Fig. 4 The distribution of C with mean value of C = 0.93 ± 0.16. For
this plot we have assumed MB = −19.253 ± 0.027 [37]

be still discarded. Therefore, an observational verification
of the scaling-relations are still welcome for galaxy cluster
cosmology.

3.2 Obtaining C from a joint analysis with GC and SNe Ia

If we consider the validity of duality relation(CDDR) then
DL = (1 + z)2DA [55] and the SNe Ia observations, then
Eq. (4) can be recast as,

C = YSZ (1 + z)(Dref
A )5/2

CXSZYX D
1/2
L ,SNe

. (5)

where DL is a function of MB as given by Eq. (1). Therefore

C ≡ C(MB) (6)

Then, we use the galaxy cluster data with z < 0.1 in order
to obtain C . It is worth pointing out that the fundamental
idea of our method is based on this quantity to be constant
with galaxy cluster redshifts (or at least in the redshift range
of the sample considered). Following the simulations, we
have added a scatter of 15% in our analyses [49–53]. As
commented before, DL for each galaxy cluster is estimated
from the SNe Ia Pantheon sample via Eq. (1) by applying
the Gaussian Process Regression (see [44] and references
therein) at the cluster’s redshifts (see Fig. 3). In Fig. 4, we plot
the distribution ofC with mean value ofC = 0.93 ± 0.16(by
assuming MB = −19.253 ± 0.027). Then, our result on C
indicates a departure from an isothermal assumption for the
temperature profile of the galaxy clusters used in our analysis.

3.3 Obtaining H0 from galaxy cluster scaling-relation

In order to obtain the Hubble constant, we can return to Eq. (5)
and consider a flat �CDM model to DL , then,

(D�CDM
L )1/2 = YSZ (1 + z)(Dref

A )5/2

CXSZYXC(MB)
. (7)
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Finally, substituting the observational C value and consider-
ing

D�CDM
L (z) = c(1 + z)

H0

∫ z

0

dz
′

√
(�m(1 + z)3 + (1 − �m))

,

(8)

one may estimate the H0 value by using the galaxy cluster
data from [33] with z > 0.1.

4 Analysis and results

The log-likelihood function used to estimate the parameters
(�m, H0, MB) is given by,

− 2 ln L =
n∑

i=1

⎡
⎢⎣ D�CDM

L (�m , H0, MB)1/2 − YSZ (1+z)(Dref
A )5/2

CXSZ YXC(MB )

σi

⎤
⎥⎦

2

+
n∑

i=1

ln 2πσ 2
i . (9)

Here σ 2
i stands for the observational errors in YSZ ,YX , Dref

A ,
DL , MB and C which is calculated by the error propagation
method. We use the emcee MCMC sampler [56] to max-
imize the log-likelihood (Eq. (9)). Here, we adopt a Gaus-
sian prior for �m (μ, σ = 0.3156, 0.0091) and MB (μ, σ

= −19.253, 0.027) respectively whereas a Uniform prior for
H0(40 ≤ H0 ≤ 100) is used. Our main results are shown
in Fig. 5, which show the 68%, 95%, and 99% confidence
level along with the marginalized one-dimensional likeli-
hoods for each of the parameters (�m, H0, MB). We report:
H0 = 73.014+7.435

−6.688 for the Planck ESZ sample. As one can
see, the H0 values estimated from our analysis is consistent
with the recent HST + SH0ES H0 value within 1σ . More-
over, our result points for the robustness of the SZE/X-ray
measurements of galaxy clusters, as well as for an obser-
vational verification of the scaling-relation as given by the
Eq. (3).

5 Comparing results

In this point, it is worth to compare our results with that
one from the Ref. [26] where was obtained H0 = 67 ± 3
km/s/Mpc using the same galaxy cluster data. As com-
mented earlier, these authors considered a C value obtained
from hydrodynamical simulations in a specific cosmologi-
cal model (a flat �CDM model with H0 = 72 km/s/Mpc,
�M = 0.24 and a fraction of hydrogen mass X = 0.76). In
their method, the simulations were necessary to taking into
account possible biases induced, for example, by cluster tri-
axiality (it was indicate in the Ref. [33] that possible effects

of clumping in the X-ray gas were not significant for the
present galaxy cluster data). However, it is very important
to stress that the physical processes used in hydrodynamic
simulations could do not span the entire range of physical
processes allowed by our current understanding of the intra-
cluster medium. Clearly, our method can remove this limita-
tion since only observational data are directly used to obtain
the C parameter. On the other hand, there is much observa-
tional evidence for galaxy clusters not be spherical objects,
which is a worth current limiting factor of our method. Differ-
ent authors have proposed to combine complementary data
sets to reconstruct the three dimensional properties of galaxy
clusters (gravitational lensing, X-ray and SZE observations)
(see details in the Ref. [58]). Progress in this direction could
lead our method to obtain a more accurate value for the Hub-
ble constant. Then, with the systematic errors under control,
discrepant results from our method and the hydrodynami-
cal simulations may indicate the presence of some unknown
physical mechanism in the intra-cluster medium not yet con-
sidered in the simulations.

6 Conclusions

We proposed a method for determining H0 using joint SZ/X-
Ray observations of galaxy clusters in conjunction with Type
Ia SNe. By using galaxy cluster data with z < 0.1, we first
determine the ratio of the integrated SZ compton-ionization
parameter to its X-ray counterpart (cf. Eq. (3)) considering
the cosmic distance duality relation to express the angular
diameter distance, which is present in the aforementioned
ratio to the luminosity distance (DL ) (see Eq. (1)). At each
cluster redshift, we obtained an independent estimate of DL

using Type Ia supernova and an interpolation technique (see
Fig. 3). Here, we have used the absolute magnitude MB

as a nuisance parameter and adopted a Gaussian prior(μ, σ

= −19.253, 0.027) while maximizing the likelihood. From
this step we obtained: C = 0.93 ± 0.16 (see Fig. 4). For this
purpose, we used a subsample from a original galaxy cluster
data consisting of 61 Planck ESZ clusters in the redshift range
0.044 ≤ z ≤ 0.444 (see Fig. 1).

Then, we considered a flat �CDM model for DA, a Planck
prior on �M (the matter total density parameter) and put lim-
its on H0 by using the remaining galaxy cluster-scaling rela-
tion measurements with z > 0.1 from the original sample and
the C value obtained from first step (where we used galaxy
clusters with z < 0.1). As one may see, the key assump-
tion of our method is based on the C quantity to be constant
in the redshift range of the sample considered. Finally, by
using the galaxy cluster data in higher redshifts (z > 0.1)
we obtained H0 = 73.014+7.435

−6.688 km/s/Mpc (see Fig. 5). It is
worth to stress that the H0 estimate obtained with the galaxy
clusters in higher redshifts (z > 0.1) is in full agreement with
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Fig. 5 The 1-D marginalized likelihood distributions along with 2-D marginalized constraints showing the 68%, 95%, and 99% confidence regions
for the parameters �m , H0, and MB , obtained using the Corner python module [57]

the latest one from HST + SH0ES team , H0 = 73.04 ± 1.04
km/s/Mpc, in the context of the flat �CDM model, being the
same that one used to obtain DL from SNe Ia observations
in our analysis.

As it is largely known, it is needed to deeply know some
intra-cluster gas and dark matter properties in order to use
galaxy clusters as a cosmological probe. Key ingredients for
analyses that aim to constrain cosmological parameters are
the scaling-relations between the observable properties and
the total masses of these structures, so they need to be well-
calibrated. Therefore, our self-consistent test points for the
robustness of the SZE/X-ray measurements of galaxy clusters
used in analyses, as well as for an observational verification
of the scaling-relation as given by the Eq. (3). Finally, our
method did not depend on any hydrodynamic simulations
in a specific cosmological model to obtain the C and H0

parameters.
Finally, it is worth to comment that the future eROSITA

observations will provide significant gains over available X-

ray surveys, where ≈ 100,000 galaxy clusters are expected
to be detected in X-ray band [59]. On the other hand, sur-
veys on mm band have been performed is last years (ACT,
SPT and Planck mission), with the promise of more to come
(see, for instance, NIKA2 ESZ Large Program2 [60,61]).
Finally, as one may see, the spherical hypothesis describ-
ing the morphology of galaxy clusters is a limiting factor
of our method. Through the years, different studies have
shown that by combining complementary data sets it is possi-
ble to reconstruct the three dimensional properties of galaxy
clusters (gravitational lensing, X-ray and SZE observations).
Then, progress in this direction could lead our method to
obtain a more accurate value for the Hubble constant and
also indicate the presence of some unknown physical mech-
anism in the intra-cluster medium not yet considered in the

2 The NIKA2 ESZ Large is a Program dedicated to the ESZ mapping
of galaxy clusters in high redshift. It is expected to deliver high quality
of Y − M scaling relation measurements.
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simulations. Therefore, we hope that the method proposed
here can be performed with higher quality data in the near
future.
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